
CESA Job Shadow Day 2015

A day in the life of a Consulting Engineer

Herrwood Skye site

An informative description on how platforms are designed
and made

Expedition through the Savannah site

A structural design challenge! Who can build the best tower using just paper,
tape and scissors?

Explaining the solutions to adverse wind hitting the building

A visit to the iconic Pearl Sky towers
site in Uhmlanga

Durban Office

Having a first look at the residential development at the Savannah site

Thumbs up for a great day!

An early start saw the students being introduced to the ethos and history of 
Arup, whilst eating their breakfast meals that had been prepared by Arup 
Staff. Continuing the atmosphere of excitement, insight was given by various 
Arup professionals on: structural, mechanical, civil, environmental and 
transportation engineering.

After all of Arup's engineering interests had been explained, the students 
were given their own safety equipment and began to head out to their first 
site visit! After arriving at Savannah (a residential development project) they 
were given their first induction on how to safely conduct themselves on a site.  
After which a thorough visit of three sites (Savannah, Herrwood Skye and 
Pearl Sky) were conducted, together with several Arup engineers and 
specialists. 

Towards the end of the day, a return to the office was greeted with the warm 
and comforting smell of pizza. Together with lunch, a task had been laid in 
front of the students with prizes to be won. Students had been asked to build 
a tower using nothing but paper, scissors and tape! The day concluding with 
a gracious "thank you" from the students for great insight and an invaluable 
experience towards, 'the day in the life of an engineer'.

A first for the students; health and safety induction!

Million Rand views and smiles on top of Herrwood Skye


